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PLEASE CALL YOUR LOCAL ADI BRANCH TO CONFIRM YOUR PRICING AND AVAILABILITY.     

Individual cost(s) are dependent on entire bid ordered. 

QUOTE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The information provided herein constitutes an estimated proposal of pricing for materials only and a system design based solely on the specifications and product requirements you provided. Any suggestions for products that may meet your specific needs 

are made by ADI based upon your indicated requirements. ADI does not represent or warrant that (i) the products and equipment set forth herein constitute a complete system of any type, (ii) all such products and equipment will work together or 

appropriately in customer’s specific application or (iii) that any or all of the products, equipment or systems will comply with any codes or laws. Additional products and equipment at an additional cost may be required to complete a system based on your 

specific application. You are strongly advised to ensure that the quoted products or system is in compliance with your local law and codes. Nothing contained herein shall cause ADI to incur any liability for system design, functionality, installation or 

integration, except as specifically set forth on ADI's terms and conditions of sale. Wire gauge, quantity of cable and connectors, standby battery sizes and necessary quantities, if included, are estimates only and your actual requirements may vary based 

upon your installation procedure. Aggregate pricing for product set forth in this quote shall only be valid for 30 days from the date, except for special order products and any device containing a hard disk. Quotes on products containing a 

hard disk are good for 24 hours from date of quote. Pricing for special order products may vary based upon vendor pricing at the time of your order. Fulfillment is subject to product availability at the time of order and pricing does not include 

taxes or shipping charges. This quote may be based on or include equipment that may not have the same appearance or functions as items in your specification, but which provide substantially similar functionality. Surge protection or UPS systems may 

be required to ensure warranty coverage. Standard manufacturer’s warranties and disclaimers may apply to each product and ADI makes no product warranties herein; you are directed to contact each manufacturer for further information or technical 

support. Please confirm availability and pricing for the products set forth in this proposal with your local branch.

 

78-D OLYMPIA AVENUE
WOBURN, MA 01801                 (781) 994-5300
(781) 994-5300

       THE CONNECTIVITY GROUP, INC.
       187 WASHINGTON STREET
       AUBURN, ME
        04211

                    AJ393-000       QUOTED BY C SPRAGUE                       1

                               QUOTE                        010714     GF4J4600

    1  BK-WFDT     * WATERFLOW DETECTOR                      87.00       87.00
                     SPECIAL ORDER 3-5 DAYS
    1  BK-WFDW     * SYSEN TAMPERPROOF WRENCH                 8.39        8.39
                     SPECIAL ORDER 3-5 DAYS
 

                                                                          95.39
                                           QUOTE           EXPIRES 02/06/14
* SPECIAL ORDER ITEM. NON-RETURNABLE OR SUBJECT TO RESTOCKING FEES


	ADI QUOTE GF4J46 ATTACHED

